bitcoin for contraband ...
Welcome to Fakeplastics.biz. We have the latest in carding supplies for the public.

We strive to get your orders in your hands within 24-48 hours of your payment.

We do have bulk pricing on all our products, which are updated.

This is a private site and we ask that you let us know if we do not need, is too many people knowing this.

Now Accepting ... bitcoin

CURRENT INVENTORY:
Blanks: 3113
Holograms: 57087
Overlays: 14336
SAMPLES - Embossed Plastics

Format:
account number, exp date(TPPP), first and last name, option: cvv(optional)
The following characters may be used as delimiters: , or | or =
Examples: 416701/1223/1962;4123, John Smith or 416701/1223/1962;4123, John Smith, 345

ACCOUNT NUMBER
Input the 16 digit account number or 15 digit account number for access.
For a random AMEX account number use only the number 3 in the first field.
For a random VISA account number use only the number 6 in the first field.
For a randomMC account number use only the number 5 in the first field.
For a random DISCO account number use only the number 6 in the first field.

EXPIRATION FIELD
Input the exp date to be embossed in the year month format, just like your dumps.
For a random expire date, leave the field blank. To NOT emboss the expire date, use spaces instead.

FULL NAME
Input first name first then the last name to emboss.
If you want this field to be blank and not embossed, then leave blank or use spaces instead.

CVV or CID(AHES)
For random cvv numbers, then do not enter this field or leave it blank.
If you choose to have NO CVV printed, then use spaces after the last delimiter.

Check Embossing Info
Please double check all info is correct.
This will be the data used for embossing orders.
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bitcoin for your computer ...
Payment for private key

Choose a convenient payment method and click «Next»:

- Bitcoin

Bitcoin is a cryptocurrency where the creation and transfer of bitcoins is based on an open-source cryptographic protocol that is independent of any central authority. Bitcoins can be transferred through a computer or smartphone without an intermediate financial institution.

You have to send 0.5 BTC to Bitcoin address 1gVi7gzmJEP3eZus25CYxyvJTzHVKeFfH and specify the Transaction ID on the next page, which will be verified and confirmed.

Home Page
Getting started with Bitcoin
bitcoin as an investment (money laundering)
bitcoin as an investment ... through hacking ...
Gaming co ESEA hit by $1 MILLION fine for HIDDEN Bitcoin mining enslaver

Coder's secret GPU slavedriver slurped $3,700 in BTC

20 Nov 2013 at 21:14, Jack Clark
crypto vs. virtual ...
So for anyone that has not heard. Liberty Reserve was shutdown indefinitely for Money Laundering. What does this mean for fakeplastic??? It means we are going to accept Bitcoin as our primary payment system. What about PerfectMoney or Webmoney??? These sites are well known for shutting off accounts and freezing funds. It is only a matter of time before the US shuts down PerfectMoney for the same reasons they did LR.

I strongly urge everyone who is working in our line of work to start using Bitcoin. Bitcoin cannot be shutdown by any person or government, it cannot track your ass down, it is anonymous and safe! It is why SilfRoad (largest drug buying marketplace) has always used Bitcoin as a payment processor.
exchange model vs. currency model